TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #278

COR. 2 T 15 R 10 S W.WM.

S.S.E.
DLC. # 45 HIRAM SMITH (MAP)
HISTORICAL: GLO TISRIOW Page 87
Book 4 Page 81 (MAP A-131)
MAP A-9 = MAP A-212
MAP B-106 MAP A-1447 MAP F-22-15
MAP C-107 Refer to front page of Book "CT-10" for tie between NW COR VAUGHN and NE COR of
PETE MORGAN DLC. (OPPOSITE INDEX Page)

FOUND: 2" I.P. with round rod on top -- +48" High

GONE 15" Spruce NEC W 25'1'5" = 16.5' GLO Pg 87
GONE 10" Willow 552' W 2'1'2" Book 4 B 81
GONE 8" Alder S 808' W 20'8" Book 4 B 81

Condition: Good

Found remains of Spruce limb ± 2" below surface

COMMENTS: by 2" I.P. with Knob -- Refer to field notes for Walter
Stewart Survey Section TISRIOW

REWITNESS

I SET 2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap in Place of found 2" I.P.
with Knob -- Place 10" Tile and Concrete around 2
98' Hat Section 1/2 feet North Brass Cap.

NEW ACCESSORY:

*4-1/2" ALDER N 53 W 6'58" NW DLC # 39
*12" ALDER N 37 E 17'38" NW DLC # 39

COMMENTS: Refer to field notes for P.H. Collins & O. Truettner
Refer to field notes for Roundswell & Associates. Refer to field notes for
John Kaminath survey (Sec 2). Refer to Book "P-15" Page 36 $55

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur
Tim Bohm

DATE: 1972-73 PHOTO#: TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.